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aciously genuine and modest Edna St. Vincent Millays! Oh retiretired Barrie-ettes!
Oh unknown Menckens i-the Connecticut
1U1rterly seeks the words of your lips, the thoughts of your fancy.
Faculty, Students, Alumnae, we welcome your treasure of Prose
, your gift of Essay and Drama (always being wary of pron unciati~~ng
and sundry similar rulings).
~! We welcome you and more-we bow in abeyance.
THE

TRIBUNAL

Catherine Hardwick, '24
Katharine Renwick, '24
Charlotte Lang, '25
Alice Barrett, '25
Genevieve DeLap, '25

Cyrilly Abels, '26
Elizabeth Lindsley, '26
Katherine Swan, '26
Helen Avery, '23
Michaelina Namovich, '23
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Q!lub

Of. what are we conscious when we are conscious of having been unconscious? What are the laws of habit formation? Ask the old coat or the
fence rail,-"for even the old coat learns." These are some of the problems discussed in the Psychology Club.
The purpose is to inspire an interest in Psychology, according to the
constitution, but the truth is we're already inspired. When the hour for
the meeting strikes everyone is eagerly waiting to begin. A member once
exclaimed in great impatience, "Well, where are the boys?"

5 Dr.

Morris
( Dr. Miller

Faculty Advisors
President
Secretary

Mary Snodgrass
and Treasurer

Melvina Mason
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OLLA-PODRIDA

WAS IT THE FAULT OF THE PHOTOGRAPH?
e middle of your senior year it creeps on you. Next year you will
porting. The feeling of being a widow with fifteen children to
or grips you, , .. You place your fist under your chin; and your
uplifted, registers distress. You make experimental budgets. of
nses, You think hectically of all possible careers. You realize,
words that bread must be daily transferred to the stomach; that
'
.
lders no matter how beautiful, must be covered; that a roof IS a
'
,
.
ort in time of storm; and that you must supply yourself WIth
h your pale hands or your gray matter.
r a few minutes of glamorous dreaming of stage dressing rooms
"Star," of palatial officesand the kings of high finance, or of a runtch with one of the younger Rockefellers, you finally decide on
, It is inspirational work, they say, and the future of the world's
depends upon it! (Ahem! Glass of water please!)
When you fish a blank out of your mail box from some teachers'
instead of cursing through your favorite eye-tooth and hurling the
the dust, you take it to your boudoir and fill it out.
you try to fill it out! You take your dimensions. You say boldly
are in good health, remembering the last veal dinner and knowing
You look savagely at your face in the mirror and wonder if you
lte that you have no physical defects. You commune with the Deity
ur church preference. You think of all the influential people you
lack-mail for your list of references. Then you check every subject
in the circular. You say you can teach, among other things, meengineering and natural dancing, Greek and basketry!
er that you must have a photograph. In the window you see a sign
$1.50 a dozen. You plunge in! Hastily you re-group your features
g to your personal ideal of beauty. You mantle your face in dignity,
ln for that expression of bright efficiency. The result is a picture
ing emotional intensity much after the manner of a child's rocking
the flaring nostril, the glassy eye, the immobile neck!
h trembling fingers you enclose one frozen horror, and two dollar
each envelope. You dispatch at least a dozen, and with a sigh you
results.
ths pass wearily. One day, when the idea of imminent starvation
e a commonplace with you, an official letter arrives. You tear it
nting! You are offered a job as second assistant instructor in
eling at Tidiout, Pennsylvania, at $800 a year.
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CALL IT WHAT YOU WILL!
By the editor-in-chief of that meritorious and inspiring body known
as KOINE Board I am asked to write-to
burst into song-to quit my
natural seriousness and to turn humorist. Now, as the fairy, Scribe, the
fairy, Bard, and the fairy, Humorist, absented themselves, through some
confusion of invitations at my birth, I can neither write, nor rhyme words,
nor don the cap and bells. Therefore and but, being of a nature which endeavors above all to attempt all things and to placate all persons, I will do
my best-or my worst.

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

Down to the furious, angry river dashed the handsome lad, his dark
brows set, his soulful eyes flashing. In his arms he carried the lovely
maiden. She seemed no heavier than a bag of salt-so light was she--so
strong was he! Her curling, golden tresses trailed in the dust and her black
lashes rested as gently as a butterfly on her waxen cheeks. He stepped into
the swirling, boiling flood and was swept-

*

I reiterate the fairy, Scribe, did not grace my cradle!

*

*

*

*

The graveyard shook
With sobs of a weeping girl;
The dread disease, T. B., took
Her handsome lover, Earl.
She flung her arms
Around the headstone cold
And-

•

*

•

•

*

*

*

*

*

Again I cry the fairy, Muse, slid down the wrong sunbeam.
waved his wand over my head!

He never

*

The limpid Limpopo lolled by lazy leas. The leery Limpopo limped by
limbic ling. The laughing Limpopo liked the lisp of the lipper on the littoral
that lined-

*

*

I cannot-s-oh, I cannot!
I will leave prose to Hardy-x-I will leave poesy to Walt Whitman-I
will leave humor to Mark Twain. I can only sit at their feet and wonder at
their genius. However, it cannot be said I accomplished nothing. I did
two things-v-I proved my inability and I tried to please the amiable soul of
the editor-in-chief and the obtuse, clever units of the Whole KOINE Board!
A. B., '25.
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:of the poets would have seen it.)

t ; that is the question,
r on the whole, to suffer
ngs of outrageous hunger
petite with Shepherd's Pie
. , end them. To drink; to count
ocoas, 'till we see the end
erce hunger, and wild shrieks
to: 'Tis a consummation
ished.

'lIu~*d
the Norwich car,
And bile clear call to eat;
And may there be no fastening of the bar,
W'hiln I get there for meat.
Upon a morning early, while I lingered cross and surly
many a puff and blanket, nicely warm,
lin urgent thought suspicious, that my housemate, unauspic;ous,
upon my chamber door-loudly knocked upon my door.
y I donned my. raiment, hied me o'er the slippery pavement,
oshea flapping, flopping, to the lamplit breakfast hall.
, blowing, freezing, starving, there was greeted by the proctor
~e minutes art thou tardy, no one enters now," quoth Dixie.
more."
May Miiler on a winter's day
Sped quickly from Thames Hall away.
Beneath her coat she clutched with stealth
Of college bread a goodly wealth.
Running with glee she failed to see
The ice that brought her to her knee.
Her shrieks were heard in the distant town
The bread flew out as she went down.
'
Alas for the maid-Enough
is said,
For Ramsay came with the bill for bread!
With all due apologies_V.
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E., '24.

ROSE PETALS AND CYNICS
Once upon a time in the Land of the Far Away and the Long Ago, a
maiden journeyed all day and all night to reach a many-windowed house
where were other maidens met together to acquire learning and wisdom.
Now this maiden had never before left her rose-vined cottage, so that when
she talked with the others her voice, her manner and her very thoughts were
like frail, pink rose-petals. At first the others, who had visited the court
and heard the soft words of young gallants, smiled with amusement at her
naive phrases. She saw and wondered. But as she told her delicate fairy
dreams, they openly laughed at her unworldliness and scoffed because in all
her life she had never listened to a gallant courtier.
Whereupon the maiden crept away alone and wept because she did not
understand. When she returned to her companions she did not reveal her
quaint fancies, but listened eagerly. And she learned that those with whom
she toiled for wisdom were called cynics.
Then for many days she pondered. She, too, must be a cynic. And as
she thought one day beside a rose-tree in the garden, an old witch-woman
rapped her smartly on the arm and said, "And would you be a cynic?
The way forward is easy, but the return is full of stones and briars. But,
stay, give me your rose-petaled thoughts, your fairy-silvered dreams, and I
win make you a cynic."
Then the maiden clapped her hands with joy and cried, "Take themall. And make me like the others."
And the old witch-woman shook her head three times-forward
and
back, forward and back, forward and back. ... She was gone.
For a moment the maiden stood staring at the rose-tree, and then she
murmured with a toss of her head, "Oh, it's only a thorn-tree, anyway,"
and returned to her companions.
The days stole by like a swift-flowing river, and now the maiden
laughed with a sound like tinkling ice, with a downward twist to her lips.
Her companions gathered in groups and mourned and lamented the change.
"She was so sweet," they said. "We laughed, yet we really loved her rosepetaled thoughts. But now her words are more cruel than ours, and her
smile cuts like a sabre." Whenever the maiden drew near, they wandered
away, and she was left to stand by the rose-tree, and say, "It's only a
thorn."
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iden saw how the little groups drifted away to
preached. And she wondered and said, "They
em forever." Yet somehow her heart was so
d over the grasses, and her lips twisted downnged once more to dream fairy-silvered fancies,
rose-leaves. But she could think only, "It's a
ad in the garden, the weight in her heart grew

e rose-tree and wept and cried, "Give me back
hers may laugh and scoff. But I'm lonely. And
ppy."
the roots of the tree and it gave forth blossoms
r head, until she laughed with the silvery laughaloud in her joy and said, "The thorn is once

THE TOOTHBRUSH
lmythiDglluite as strictly personal or as individual as a toothis the one ~le
in our wardrobe which is never loaned-indeed
rap our JBJW in horror at the base intruder who should as much
the borro'lf1~ of it. And yet, since this is such a cherished
is it thaH~ 18 always the one to be forgotten in our journeys?
l#-eexaggerate its importance, or do we slight it by lack of attenits one of ~
very personal possessions that distinguishes us
t!lSt of mankih'i. For instance, in our perfectly normal household
great diversitY of taste: Dad demands a hump on the end of
er must have a curved handle, I want it level, and we all differ as to
stency of the bristles. Maybe I am a bit supersensitive on the
ut I spend more time loitering Over the toothbrush counter than I
buying a hat, simply because it is so very terrible to get a brush
as satisfactory as the one before it. In fact a new brush is a
quisition; it always tastes strange and it seldom tits the crevices
its predecessor of a now mangey aspect. And I always feel a
pathy for the old brush which is tenderly stowed a way in
r. far worse, put to some cruelly plebeian use.

v. P.
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E., '23.

TO MY BITTERSWEET
And now, little bittersweet berries,
You've thrown open your orange jackets
Revealing your scarlet waistcoats,
And you droop o'er the rim of the low
Green bowl where I placed you,
Like withered, three-petaled flowers.
And I, with Spring in my heart,
Reproach you, because I want violets.Cool and dainty and fragrant,
Perched on delicate stems above heartshaped leaves,I am tired of your cheerful persistence,
Your dry, everlasting gay color!
Some day I shall throw you out;
But a smothered, pensive remembrance
Will come to me then, I'm afraid,
Of that day, above the river, when we
Sat in the grass, and talked.

I gathered you first when you hung
Like tiny orange moons in the soft green
Of your leaves, there on the bank
Above the river where the sun was hot
On my hair and the grass smelled
Sweet like hay. It was
The beginning of things new.c-.
Our Junior year had opened,-but
we,
Careless of books from a long summer's
Freedom, sat in the grass and talked
Of the people we'd met, and we
Looked far out to sea to the dim blue
islands;

And the strangeness of things familiar,
When you see them again after wanderings,
Came into our hearts, and we mused.

DISTRACTION
As I look out over the Sound, I am wondering
What can the end of this college life bring
Why do I work, but why do I fool,
Just why do I do anything.
Many times I have sat thus and gazed
Far into the limitless sky and sea,
There I am striving to find the answer.
Oh, what good is an A in history to me.
Now the smoke from a roof is blackly ascending,
It clouds the blue of the sky and the sea.
Why the smoke, why the sea, why the sky, why the world?
Perhaps an answer there is in the soul of me.
They say we have souls-its only a name,
But there is something funny that's in us down deep,
That makes us wonder, and work, and look,
And makes us think when we'd rather sleep.
I know that we're all made differently.
It's nothing for some to see smoke in the sky,
They know that it comes from the Hotel Mohican,
It's their stomachs they voice-not their souls-in a sigh.
K. S., '26.
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Its UNDER THE SKIN
ccording to a casual perusal of newsp.ap~r
ed in less literary quarters, seem to have within
the pleasing and comely members of our sex.
prizes for facial beauty and poetry and symSecondary Education and becoming imbued
at once physical and of the soul, I turned me
it the damsels that our earnest young instructor
. Alas. . . . Yea, alack, even. . . .
ure hanging on his jewels with a leech-like eye
Its brow was beetled, its eye glassy, and its

t.

~.

(Facial beauty.)

btl' a

I homeliness reminiscent of camels and long
slumped over the radiator.
~ leering moron. . . .
llungry-faCed rabbit with mouse-colored hair, and mouse-colthat nervously recorded ideas before they could hop a way. . . .
frequently in vivisection," says the small print in some memory

en w~te

intelligent mountain of flesh. . . .
rable owl-like visages. . . . (Aha-poetry!)
reupines, one brunette and one medium.
~red edition of the so-called flapper.
in a heavy sea." . . .
Ipts and
stened and humble, and fearful of a mirror that might relegate
on of the above, Analysis drove me on in other classes. . . .
'Yea, alack, even.
ilg you feel the same, I withdraw with the speed and graciousness
shimura Togo.
M. M. N., '23.
SENTIMENT
ent! At the mere mention of such a thing at least two-thirds
-headed college assembly can be seen to give a horrible shiver
n their respective vertebrae. The other third are either not so
pllegiate, or else are possessed of a super control of emotional
ODs. And yet, strange and obnoxious as it may be, those who
most violently are merely fooling themselves and inhibiting a
!mIal amount of sentiment. Some of them may even be guilty
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of cherishing a college memory book (the epitome of sentiment) in the
inner recesses of their sacred sanctums. What's in this book nobody will
ever know, but it probably bulges with tender mementos that have been
clandestinely tucked away.
I confess to excel in the greatest repulsion at the thought of sentiment
and yet (how it irks me to admit it) I can often feel it surging around my
vitals. I know that in the dim future, as I gaze over my first attempt at
cherry pie and find friend husband awkwardly ridding his face of stones,
I shall recall a similar scene in Thames Hall, and shall surely quaver with
emotion at the reminiscence.
So why should we scoff so much at sentiment since we are all endowed
with it in similar proportions? It is only one of those unfortunate things
like old clothes that all of us possess but vary in the ability to conceal.
V. P. E., '23.

COLLEGE CURRICULUM?
7.00 A. M. Alarm goes off. Student turns over, mutters profanity,
turns off the alram, goes to sleep.
8.00 A. M. Student pulls down covers, opens one eye at the clock;
too late to make the first class, goes to sleep.
10.00 A. M. Student looks at clock with both eyes, fears she has
missed all morning classes, gets up and closes the window, leaps from window to bed.
11.00 A. M. Room has warmed to 30 degrees, Fahrenheit.
Student
sits up in bed.
11.30 A. M. Student gets out of bed, starts a bath and the grill.
Toast burns during bath.
1.00 P. M. Student goes to French conversation class.
2.00 P. M.

Student starts dressing for the evening.

5.15 P. M.

Student prepares Hygiene.

5.30 P. M.

Percy arrives, waits one-half hour.

6.00 P. M.

Student departs with Percy.

2.00 A. M. Student returns with Percy and the Geology Professor,
(chaperon).
Student has had a hard day, sets the alarm for 10.00 A. M.
K. S., '26.
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ED PERSONALTIES
SALLY DODD-

Ripe berries
Noon sun
Oboes
Poppies
Velvet
MARGERYFIELD-

Clover
Teddy-bears
Pink gingham
Early morning
Song sparrows
FLORENCE BASSEVITCH-

Leonardo da Vinci
Violins
Whip-poor-wills
Dusk
Moths
Lucille's
Hot-house roses
C. K. N. F., '23.

PERPLEXED
rbuge and a permanent wave; high heels, silk stockings and
re arms, low neck and exquisite shoulders; twinkling eyes,
d a low chuckle; indiscriminate coloring, a tightly corseted
high waist line; loose drapery, chiffon and pastel shades; a
freckles and a widely gaping mouth; soft delicately colored
ht hair and large blue eyes, whirled past me. Which was Nan,
nthor of the mysterious invitation.
me at the balI tonight," the letter had said, "be sure to wear
he right lapel of your coat."
Ieh was Nan !
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INVINCIBLE CHAIRS
Has your college life made you callous and hardened to atmospheres,
have you lost your former sensitivity and do you pride yourself on this
change, thinking that now you have gained poise and may rise above external circumstances? In many respects I secretly chortle and gloat over
my po1ished veneer, which makes me appear efficient or charming at my
will, but my hardening process is not yet sufficiently complete to insure me
freedom. Far from it. Try as I will I can no longer conceal what I am
about to confess. My life is still largely ruled by chairs. I had thought I
had at last escaped their haunting, subtle power. How vain was this
thought! The other day I went to a small afternoon tea. It was to be very
informal, I was told, and, feeling rather sociable and extremely good natured, I anticipated a most enjoyable afternoon. I arrived in a jovial,
jubilant frame of mind, and as I knew all of the guests I wandered around
the room, speaking first to this person and then to that, amusing myself to
the utmost. My hostess walked over to me and asked me to come over and
sit beside her. "Charmed," I mumbled, but my gaze became fixed with horror. The chair she waved me to was a stiff backed, spindly legged object of
the period of Louis XIV. Terror filled me. I knew, I knew that that chair
would become my master, would make of me a stiff, stilted, verbose creature,
loathsome and intolerable under any circumstances, but especially at a tea.
Reluctantly, even trembling, I walked over and sat upon it and fought in
vain against the formal, stiff, stilted mood into which I felt myself gradually lapsing. The others talked vivaciously but I could not. My conversation became trite. Even my very thoughts were trite. The chair had seeped
its cloying rigidity into my soul. It held my mind and feelings, bound in a
vice. At last I ceased my efforts to fight against it. If it had only been
an old-fashioned carved oak chair I would have felt shy and demure, have
fluttered my eyelashes and smiled trustingly at all, my face suffused from
time to time with a deep blush. Or if it had been a morris chair, I would
have been Bohemian-while
blowing blaze rings of smoke, I would have
been subtle and cynical in my poignant repartee and would have felt myself
to out-do Cleopatra in charm and grace of manner. Or again if it had been
an armchair covered in plush I would have been luxuriant and benevolent,
have smiled benignly and perhaps a trifle condescendingly, or a wicker chair
would have made me bourgeois and gossipy, excelling all in sharp, catty
remarks. Any of these would have been preferable to the frozen silence
which then exuded from me, chilling all my neighbors.
Just so my whole life will always be governed by the chair offered me
by my hostess and, try as I will, I become weak and submissive under the
pursuing influence of chairs.
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LOGIES TO BURGESS JOHNSON
ite, dogonnit!
a lovely sonnet.
must change to blue,
s so well with true-u
w,
w is pug, like mine,
it's aquiline;
s a deal more fine,
thine--

e
one.

I love your voice, it sounds so sweet-Like trolley cars upon the street;
Like happy school-boys when they meet;
Like ladies being quite discreet.
Oh, well-I only can repeat-It's sweet!
My love, when e'er we meet at night,
You take away my appetite.
And if you think that isn't right;
And doesn't seem to savor, quite,
Remember, dear, it rhymes with bite,
and light,
and tight.
Oh dear! I've really gone and done it;
Because this isn't any sonnet.
And it must stay unfinished now,
For lack of words to rhyme with thou,
Save row,
and vow,
and cow.

t

THIRD FLOOR BRANFORD
That floor of iniquity sunk into the mirk of perdition, seeped in veritable sin-that floor seen through the blue mists of hazy smoke-that floor
of which more and more is said each day, and each day that more becomes
worse. One whispered story-another
dark hint-raised
eyebrows-a
righteous backbone and there stretches before you a story worthy of far
greater brains, for the delectation of all-the amusement of many-"what
others say" gets itself written.
There is a blackness. Here and there slim purple candles gleam evilly
-vague flickering halos of light-great
silken cushions-whirling blue
wisps of smoke-long, slender foreign cigarettes-tall, graceful glassestinkling iceOh-charming picture-we dote upon you-you entice, entrance usThird Floor-!
And, of course, you've heard about the ice-every night
there is, on their balcony, a little row of copper bowls filled with crystalclear water. Every morning they have ice.
A little private incinerator-they
burn their cigarette boxes-and
their gold-tipped stubsTheir bottles-hem-what
do they do with their bottles? Perhaps
they swallow those, tooDarkness-a
spot-light-the
dance-lithe
bodies-costumes?
We
heard once about a Paris cafe and one red roseThe corridor-you attempt to walk down it-one body-two bodiesyou lose count-drunk-drunk-oh-so
drunkA prize fight-a tall, slender female, a short rotund creature-they
resort to sticks in the back-a Third Floor amusementThe Navy-the devilish, disreputable Navy-the horrible, unmentionable Navy-the Third Floor-hemMeanwhile the Third Floor amuses itself by putting its memorable
floor into verse-into prose-into parody-they chortle with infinite glee
. at those large-minded, great-souled people who lower their astounding
heights to ask for "all the dirt on the Third." They submit gaily to the little
detectives who sniff and snoop around their sanctumFor were they-these eccentric souls-to announce to the world their
true characters, were they to break that deep, poignant, tantalizing silence
concerning themselves-then and then indeed would there occur that carefully-to-be-avoided tragedy-the
passing of the Third Floor Back into
Oblivion!
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,I

TRAGEDY
adjusted my hat, and; administered several
sential before departing for a week-end, I
recesses of the closet for my shoes (whl~h
e until last) . No sooner had I succeeded In
icles than my enunciator hummed forth a
wed by the usual shriek of "Coming," undue
kening of the heartbeat. Th,: great reward
t voice of Miss Crawford, reminding me that
over-due reserve book. Back to my room I
umbling search for the cherished volum.e: I
tory under the bed when I heard a familiare myself that it was a submarine whistle, or
e awful truth loomed up in the form of the
one which I needs must catch. I took one
g and umbrella, and bolted-bolted straight
essfully evaded the cedars, watche~ the car
glaring conductor. A wonderful thing hape car squeaked and again jerked itself to a
lro p
tform loiterers hoisted me on and I sank, or
, int64
nt space. The trolley jogged itself into moore knoc~
'my umbrella to the floor. I leaned over to
d ~hat should I see on my feet but two pink worsted bed
V. P. E., '23.
OUR ROOMS
, cream-colored bowl with rough designs, suggestive of rich
hIy baked coarse bread, of cherry orchards stirred by gentle
i1dren in short, short terra cotta smocks, with little fat brown
cottages with gleaming green-tiled roofsght iron lamp With a parchment shade-connative
of a goldenwith rows and rows of books in old, dulled bindings, with
ied chairs and a dark carved fireplace with a great log broken
low unpolished tables with books-new books-a peaceful
bpper tea kettle, bubbling, bubbling invitingly-pleasantly
sugVillage Studio, with splashes of color, and soft smudges of
ass samovars--Iong, green-jade earrings and straight-hang_
hairlv'riter--suggesting mahogany desks with clear glass topslipped conversation_the pad-pad of efficient rubber heelst ring of telephones-the
clickety-clack_clack of many typetea table-indicative of a wide porch, shaded by red and white
cool green shrubbery_of sport sweaters and long white t1anafternoon teas and lazy evening dances_
d-rimmed china-allusive
to formal dinners orchids and
Uful dinner gowns-Oscar Wilde repartee and alive, exquimber champagne-foods
created by masters-well
bred
nees11these--have been placed together, not inconsiderately
buthave
merely
hey
not.as representIng the desires of people for those
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